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The style of bird winning in 1983 The style of bird winning in 1983 
–– Young BirdsYoung Birds

Best Young Hen Novice Best Young Hen Novice Opp. Sex Novice 1983 Opp. Sex Novice 1983 -- BCVBCV



The style of bird winning in 1984The style of bird winning in 1984
Young Stock ShowYoung Stock Show

Best Novice at BSSA ShowBest Novice at BSSA Show Reserve Champion CockReserve Champion Cock



There were 1100 young birds at this show There were 1100 young birds at this show ––
Kelwyn Kakoschke wins Champion and Champion Kelwyn Kakoschke wins Champion and Champion 

Opposite sexOpposite sex

Best Novice Hen at BSSA Best Novice Hen at BSSA 
ShowShow

Reserve Champion HenReserve Champion Hen



The style of bird winning in 1984The style of bird winning in 1984
Any Age ShowAny Age Show

Best Novice BirdBest Novice Bird

Third Best Cock in ShowThird Best Cock in Show

1300 entries.1300 entries.
This bird wins Best Novice This bird wins Best Novice 
and third best cock in show and third best cock in show 
–– same bird that was same bird that was 
successful at the Young successful at the Young 
Stock showStock show
Kelwyn Kakoschke wins Kelwyn Kakoschke wins 
most other major awardsmost other major awards



BSSA Show 1988BSSA Show 1988

Grey Green Hen bred from Grey Green Hen bred from 
a pair of Scoble birdsa pair of Scoble birds



Nationals1988Nationals1988
Best Hen Nationals Best Hen Nationals -- TasmaniaTasmania
Fred Sherman comments:Fred Sherman comments:

In my opinion the best bird In my opinion the best bird 
in the show was the winner in the show was the winner 
of the hens class, a truly of the hens class, a truly 
outstanding bird in any outstanding bird in any 
company. It had style, company. It had style, 
reasonable shoulders, good reasonable shoulders, good 
width of head and nice width of head and nice 
round spots. The mask round spots. The mask 
could have been deeper.could have been deeper.
D. Timmins CIN GGN next D. Timmins CIN GGN next 
best states Fred Sherman best states Fred Sherman 



First Imported BirdsFirst Imported Birds
These cock birds These cock birds 
were the only were the only 
birds purchased birds purchased 
in the first in the first 
consignmentconsignment
The Dominant The Dominant 
Pied and the Pied and the 
Spangle were Spangle were 
from Doug from Doug 
SadlerSadler
The Dominant The Dominant 
Pied had Pied had 
directional directional 
feather, others feather, others 
did notdid not



1991 bird 1991 bird –– result of importsresult of imports
VPD OPN CIN GRY HenVPD OPN CIN GRY Hen BackgroundBackground

Sire Adams and Dam Sire Adams and Dam 
Sadler/Tonkin (Scoble)Sadler/Tonkin (Scoble)
The VPD from Sadler was The VPD from Sadler was 
paired to birds related to paired to birds related to 
Scoble bred birdsScoble bred birds
An Opaline Cinnamon Grey An Opaline Cinnamon Grey 
Cock purchased by Mark Cock purchased by Mark 
Bridgeman and Nigel Bridgeman and Nigel 
Tonkin in the next Tonkin in the next 
shipment was paired to a shipment was paired to a 
hen of the Sadler bird hen of the Sadler bird ––
this is the resultthis is the result



Not accepted on show benchNot accepted on show bench

Shown and defeatedShown and defeated Comments by judgesComments by judges

Too much featherToo much feather
Too much fleckToo much fleck
Cannot seeCannot see
Different to what we are Different to what we are 
used toused to
Not to the Standard (pre Not to the Standard (pre 
existing pictorial)existing pictorial)



1991 Nationals 1991 Nationals -- PerthPerth
Third in classThird in class

A different style to A different style to 
othersothers

Offered silly money for this Offered silly money for this 
bird and did not take itbird and did not take it
Came home from Nationals Came home from Nationals 
and I ended up in hospital and I ended up in hospital 
for 5 days with a kidney for 5 days with a kidney 
stone attack and bird not stone attack and bird not 
fed as in isolation and no fed as in isolation and no 
one new about it one new about it –– then then 
the silly money sounded the silly money sounded 
goodgood



1992 Grey Green cock1992 Grey Green cock

Finally some shoulderFinally some shoulder



1993 Nationals1993 Nationals

Winner Spangle ClassWinner Spangle Class



2000 2000 –– Roy Roy AplinAplin

The future?The future?



20012001

This bird set my aviary This bird set my aviary 
alightalight



2004 2004 –– New PictorialNew Pictorial

Has this been surpassed?Has this been surpassed? I think soI think so



20042004

Finally getting shapeFinally getting shape

Would like more cap Would like more cap 
featherfeather



20042004

Cap feather starting to Cap feather starting to 
featurefeature



20062006

This family continuesThis family continues

All from the 2001 Grey All from the 2001 Grey 
CockCock



2008 2008 –– not totally through first moultnot totally through first moult
Key bird in aviary. Also from the 2001 familyKey bird in aviary. Also from the 2001 family



20102010
Stressed Stressed –– son of 2008 birdson of 2008 bird More relaxedMore relaxed



20112011

Should be okayShould be okay



And the futureAnd the future
A Long way to goA Long way to go

The birds in The birds in 
Australia generally Australia generally 
have a long way to have a long way to 
go compared to go compared to 
the top birds in the top birds in 
EuropeEurope
Les Martin of the Les Martin of the 
UK is making a big UK is making a big 
impactimpact
Jo Mannes is still Jo Mannes is still 
the top in Germany the top in Germany 
Daniel Lutolf is the Daniel Lutolf is the 
top in Switzerlandtop in Switzerland

Les MartinLes Martin



I trust you enjoyed the journeyI trust you enjoyed the journey
My ProgressMy Progress

Birds that I was successful Birds that I was successful 
in at the start of my in at the start of my 
breeding in 1983 and 1984 breeding in 1983 and 1984 
were thought to be strongwere thought to be strong
Then the hen at the Then the hen at the 
Nationals in 1988 was Nationals in 1988 was 
deemed as superdeemed as super
And we progressed from And we progressed from 
there to what seem to be there to what seem to be 
reasonable birdsreasonable birds
I am a long way behind I am a long way behind 
the top breeders world the top breeders world 
widewide

The Worlds ProgressThe Worlds Progress

The United Kingdom was The United Kingdom was 
setting the world alight setting the world alight 
with quality possibly 20 with quality possibly 20 
years or so agoyears or so ago
Jo Mannes and other Jo Mannes and other 
German fanciers changed German fanciers changed 
the stylethe style
Daniel Lutolf makes further Daniel Lutolf makes further 
changeschanges
Les Martin and others are Les Martin and others are 
now putting the UK back now putting the UK back 
on the mapon the map
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